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WOLFF on Track(s) at the ÖSWAG Shipyard in Linz, Austria 
 
Linz – August 2017. From Alpine terrain to narrow city streets, from 
dry dessert territory to shipyards by the water – a WOLFF feels at 
home in all these environments. As such, the ÖSWAG Werft Linz, 
an Austrian shipyard founded in 1840, recently installed a WOLFF 
7532.16 cross on its premises. The crane will be used for 
maintenance work on riverboats at the slipway, which was 
enlarged several years ago to accommodate larger vessels of up 
to 23 meters wide. WOLFFKRAN convinced the ÖSWAG team not 
only with its high-performance crane, but also with a solution for 
the technically challenging adaptation of the travelling 
undercarriage.  
 
The customer’s requirements for a new shipyard crane presented the 
Austrian WOLFFKRAN team with numerous challenges. First of all, the 
WOLFF 7532.16 cross needed to be installed on an existing 6-meter-
high rail structure, on which it can move back and forth during 
operation. Further, the width between the tracks of the rails was only 4 
meters. Finally, the crane had to pass over an existing 5.5 meter high 
control stand installed on the rail structure. “Planning this was 
extremely demanding. The narrower the track width of the 
undercarriage, the more ballast is necessary to stabilize the crane. In 
this case, 60 tons of central ballast was used for the 7532.16 cross. At 
the same time, it was crucial to keep the individual wheel loads exerted 
on the rails to a minimum and not to exceed 18 tons per wheel.” 
explained Wouter van Loon, Product Manager at WOLFFKRAN. The 
team used a standard WOLFF undercarriage with a 5.5-meter track 
width as a basis, and modified it so that it would fit on the existing rail 
structure with a 4-meter track width. In order to not exceed the 
maximum permissible forces exerted on the tracks, the 145-ton 
operating weight of the crane had to be evenly distributed over 16 
wheels (four wheels at each corner of the undercarriage). 
 
Custom solutions at every turn 
 
A special solution was also needed for the drive unit of the 
undercarriage. “Given the extremely tight space conditions we installed 
the cable drum on the exterior of the undercarriage. Also, instead of 
using a conductor line system to provide power for the drive unit as with 
previous crane on site, we employed an external system along the 
rails,” explained Wouter van Loon. In addition, the control cabinet was 
installed on top of the undercarriage, thus allowing for easy access 
despite space constraints. 
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Power and a long lifecycle make the perfect shipyard crane  
 
“The collaboration with ÖSWAG Werft was extremely cooperative from 
the outset. The entire team supported us during the extensive planning 
phase and also during the installation, which took around a week,” 
reported WOLFFKRAN Austria CEO Dieter Reuberger. “Our old luffing 
crane from 1936 was beginning to show its age, both in terms of lifting 
and regulatory requirements,” said Horst Krammer, who is responsible 
for the plant and operational engineering at ÖSWAG Werft Linz. “In 
addition to WOLFFKRAN’s farsighted project planning, we were also 
convinced by the performance of the WOLFF 7532.16 cross with its 17-
ton carrying capacity at a jib radius of 14.3 meters and a total jib length 
of 40 meters. It is primarily used to move ship dollies weighing up to 17 
tons which are used to move ships out of the water.”  
 
Even though this project was the first of its kind for WOLFFKRAN 
Austria, WOLFF cranes are a common sight on shipyards in other 
countries. In recent years, a WOLFF 6531 cross went up at the 
Scheepswerf Kooiman Hoebee in Dordrecht, the Netherlands, and a 
WOLFF 1250 B luffer at the Engine Repair Dry Dock in Antwerp, 
Belgium. The WOLFF 7532 cross in Austria will - like its predecessor - 
be in operation on the banks of the Danube river for many decades to 
come. 
 
 
 
 
WOLFF crane at work in Linz, Austria: 
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With a tradition of over 150 years WOLFFKRAN is one of the leading manufacturers and rental 
companies of high-quality tower cranes in Central and Eastern Europe, the Middle East, North 
America, Australia and Southeast Asia. The worldwide rental fleet comprises more than 750 
WOLFF cranes. It is headquartered in Zug (Switzer-land) and has manufacturing sites in Heilbronn 
and Luckau (Germany), as well as international subsidiaries and partnerships around the world. It 
employs a global workforce of approx. 800 people. 
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All pictures: source WOLFFKRAN 

 
 
 
 
 

The WOLFF 7532.16 
cross is used for mov-
ing ship dollies and per-
forming maintenance 
work of the riverboats. 
Travelling on rails tre-
mendously increases its 
working radius. 

Clever, thor-
oughly consid-
ered solutions 
were neces-
sary due to 
tight space 
constraints at 
hand. The ca-
ble drum is 
located on the 
exterior of the 
gantry.  

(From left) Istok Kutos, Sales Director 
at WOLFFKRAN Austria, Dieter Reu-
berger, CEO of WOLFFKRAN Austria 
GmbH, and Horst Krammer, Plant 
and Operational Engineer at ÖSWAG 
Werft Linz, are pleased about the 
successful completion of the project.  

The 145-ton operating 
weight of the crane had 
to be evenly distributed 
over 16 wheels, four 
wheels at each corner 
of the undercarriage. 
 


